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ABSTRACT 

Water-human systems are closely linked and display co-evolutionary dynamics 

influenced by es. This has been observed in the 

Murrumbidgee River Basin, Australia where water usage initially focused on agriculture. 

After more than 100 years of agricultural development the Murrumbidgee Basin 

agriculture but changed in recent times to being reallocated to the environment. People 

became more concerned about the degradation of ecosystems, the amount of water left in 

the system and how much should be returned to the natural environment. However, water 

diversion for environmental purposes threatens many agricultural communities and their 

livelihoods. This thesis focuses on the human-water-environment nexus in the 

Murrumbidgee River Basin, and attempts to explain how and why changes in the 

management of water have impacted on the local economy and the community, but also 

with wider ramifications.  

Predictably reduced water allocation to agriculture saw declines in that 

agricultural employment levels. Despite this, paradoxically, the basin unemployment rate 

declined and basin median household income increased. To understand and interpret this, 

in Chapter 3 we first analyze available labor, economic and hydrology data, and then 

develop a simple dynamic model to interpret the observed patterns of basin employment 

and unemployment. Data analysis revealed the likely causes behind the paradox as: (a) 

migration of people from the basin; and (b) absorption of the labor force in the fast-

growing non-agricultural sectors of the diversified economy. The model 

simulations reinforced this interpretation. Further model simulations under alternative 

scenarios of out-migration and sectoral transformation indicated that basins embedded in 

faster growing national economies, and are more diversified to begin with, are likely to 

be more conducive to agriculture industry reform (e.g., reduced water allocation) and 

environmental regeneration. This is a sobering message for other regions experiencing 

environmental degradation due to extensive agricultural development.  

Chapter 4 hypothesizes that in the competition for water between economic 

livelihood and environmental wellbeing, economic diversification is the key to changing 

community sentiment in favor of environmental protection, and triggering policy actions 

that resulted in more water allocation to the environment. To test this hypothesis, we 

develop a socio-hydrological model to link the dynamics of the whole economy (both 
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agriculture and manufacturing and services industries nsitivity 

regarding the environment. Changing community sensitivity influenced how water was 

allocated and governed and how the agricultural sector declined relative to manufacturing 

and services. In this way, we show that economic diversification played a key role in 

economic growth. Without economic diversification, model simulations show that the 

community would not have been sufficiently sensitive and willing enough to act to restore 

the environment, highlighting the key role of sectoral transformation in achieving 

sustainable agricultural development. 

Chapter 5 attempts to foresee future developments in the basin with a focus on 

how water managers could be informed and prepare for un-foreseen issues arising from 

climate change and the economy. The study uses a coupled socio-hydrological dynamical 

system model with endogenous social values and preferences. The exogenous drivers 

were economic and climatic-based. The dynamical system is represented by a suite of 

differential equations that can evolve over time. The study revealed possible basin 

development and exogeneous forcing conditions which could lead to sustainable basin 

development. In terms of sustainability the modelling and analysis revealed the 

importance of a diversified basin economy and how this is enhanced by moderate growth 

(or near current observed levels) of the national economy. An analysis was also carried 

out on the reliability of the system to meet water demand. Apart from an obvious 

relationship with available basin inflows, the reliability of meeting water demands from 

communities in the basin is low when the national economy is weak. The reverse was 

also found to be true.  

Even though the changes in water management adversely impacted on the 

agriculture sector and created economic stress in the basin, its communities were able to 

adapt to and cope with water allocations favoring the environment through industry 

changes facilitated by movement of capital in a free economy, supported by appropriate 

strategies and government funding. This was helped by the adaptive capacity of people 

through reemployment in other economic sectors of the basin economy, experiencing 

unemployment for a period of time, migrating from the basin, and engaging in crop 

diversification. It is found that for given climate conditions, a higher level of 

diversification in the basin  increases its sustainability. Therefore, policy-

makers and resource managers need to focus on measures to diversify the economy when 
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it is thriving, but also recognize capacity of society to adapt to unpredictable shocks in 

the system. 
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